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ABSTRACT

throughput. and at the same time reduces the complexity
of the overall coder. Furthermore, different components can
be jointly optimized if they operate in the same transform
domain.
For the realization of the Coder I1 architecture to boost
the system throughput and reduce the total number of components, a new DCT-based motion estimation algorithm,
DXT-ME, was developed [5] to estimate motion in the DCT
domain with very low computational complexity O ( N 2 )as
opposed to O ( N 4 ) ,the complexity of BMA-ME. In this
paper, we present an adaptive overlapping approach that
dynamically adjust the search area. The proposed scheme
significantly improves the performance over the results in [5]
and even almost as good as the results obtained by BMAME. We will also discuss the stability of the DXT-ME and
the case of uniformly bright background. Finally, a parallel architecture that can efficiently implement the proposed
scheme will be presented.

The feedback loop for temporal prediction of traditional implementations of an MPEG-compliant video coder requires
conversion of images from the spatial domain to the transform domain and then back to the spatial domain due t o the
restriction of motion estimation schemes performed only in
the spatial domain, severely limiting the throughput of the
coder. However, availability of the low-complexity DCTbased motion estimation scheme (DXT-ME) that we proposed in the past can remove this bottleneck and concurrently reduce the complexity of the overall coder structure.
In this paper, we adopt an adaptive overlapping approach to
further improve this DCT-based motion estimation scheme,
as demonstrated in the simulation results. Furthermore,
the analysis of stability of DXT-ME will be presented and
the case of a uniformly bright environment will also be discussed. Finally, the parallel architecture of DXT-ME will
be outlined in this paper.

video in

1. INTRODUCTION
In most international video coding standards such as
CCITT H.261 [l], MPEG [2] as well as the proposed HDTV
standard, Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and block-based
motion estimation are the essential elements to achieve spatial and temporal compression, respectively. Most implementations of a standard-compliant coder adopt the structure of Coder I11 (originally named in [3]) as shown in
Fig. l(a). The feedback loop for temporal prediction consists of a DCT, an Inverse DCT (IDCT) and a spatialdomain motion estimator (SD-ME) which is usually the
Full Search Block Matching Approach (BMA-ME). This
is undesirable. In addition to the additional complexity
added to the overall architecture, this feedback loop limits
the throughput of the coder and becomes the bottleneck
of a real-time high-end video codec. A compromise is to
remove the loop and perform open-loop motion estimation
based upon original images instead of reconstructed images
in sacrifice of the performance of the coder [4]. An alternative solution without degradation of the performance is
t o develop a motion estimation algorithm which can work
in the DCT transform domain as remarked in [3]. In this
way, the DCT and IDCT can be moved out of the loop
as depicted in Fig. l ( b ) t o significantly increase the coder

(b) Coder I1

Figure 1: Coder structures: (a) Coder I11 is the motioncompensated DCT hybrid coder used in MPEG or H.261
standards with motion estimation done in the spatial domain. (b) Coder I1 is the motion-compensated DCT hybrid
coder with motion estimation performed in the transform
domain.
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same way as for BMA-ME. From the position of a reference block and its associated search area, a search range
2) = ( ( u , ~ ): -u1 5 U 5 U Z , -211 5 w 5 WZ} can then
be determined as in Fig. 3(b). Differing from BMA-ME,
DXT-ME requires that the reference block size and the
search area size must be equal. Thus, instead of using
the reference block, we use the block of the same size and
position in the current frame as the search area of the
previous frame. The peak values of DSC and DCS are
then searched in a zigzag way over this index range Q, =
(0,. . . , m a x ( u ~u1
, - 1)) x (0,. . . , max(w2, w1 - 1)). In addition to the requirement that the new peak value must be
larger than the current peak value by a preset threshold, it is
necessary t o examine if the motion estimate determined by
the new peak index lies in the search region D. Since search
areas overlap on one another, the SE-DXT-ME architecture
utilizing this approach is called Overlapping SE-DXT-ME
(OSE-DXT-ME).
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Figure 2: Block diagram of DXT-ME

3. SIMULATION RESULTS O F OVERLAPPING

SE-DXT-ME

2. ADAPTIVE OVERLAPPING APPROACH

FOR DXT-ME

The simulation results on the small “Flower Garden”
sequence are plotted in Fig. 5 for Overlapping SE-DXTME with either frame differentiation or edge extraction as
the preprocessing function. As can be seen, the MSE values
for Overlapping SE-DXT-ME of different block sizes are as
small as the MSE values for BMA-ME. As shown in Fig. 6,
similar results are obtained on the “Miss America” sequence
which has the motion of mouth and eyes notably difficult t o
be detected. The performance of Overlapping SE-DXT-ME
is comparable t o that of BMA-ME while its computational
complexity is much lower.

As mentioned in [ 5 ] , the procedure of the DXT-ME algorithm depicted in Fig. 2(a) can be summarized as follows: (1) Compute 2D DCT-I1 and DCT-I of the previous
and current blocks respectively. (2) Compute the pseudo
phases, f(k,1 ) and g(k,1 ) inherent in the DCT coefficients.
(3) Perform an inverse 2D DCT-I1 on the pseudo phases to
obtain DCS(m, n) and DSC(m, n). (4) Search for peak indices t o determine estimated displacement vectors (&I, 61).
However, the computation of 2D DCT-I can be replaced
by Block T, a coefficient transformation unit realizing the
point-to-point relationship between 2D-DCT-I and 2D-DCTI1 coefficients in the frequency domain, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
To deal with complicated background, a preprocessing step
is added to improve the performance and this extended algorithm is called Simplified Extended DXT-ME (SE-DXTME).
In the above procedure, the peaks of DSC(m,n) and
DCS(m,n) are searched over a fixed index range of interest @ = (0,. . . ,N/2}’. However, if we follow the partitioning approach used in BMA-ME, then we may dynamically adjust
First, partition the whole current frame
into bs x bs non-overlapping reference blocks shown as the
shaded area in Fig. 3(a). Each reference block is associated with a larger search area (of size sa) in the previous frame (the dotted region in the same figure) in the

4. STABILITY OF DXT-ME AND
NON-DARKENBACKGROUND

The stability of this motion estimator depends upon the
property of the determinant of the system matrix IZt-1(IC, I)I
used as the denominator in the computation of the pseudo
phase functions f(k,I) and g(k,I) for IC, I = 1,.. . , N - 1:
JZt-1 ( I C , E ) ] =
2;:1(IC,Z)
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Figure 4: Computational complexity of each stage in DXTME

Figure 3: Adaptive overlapping approach
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Figure 5: Comparison of Overlapping SE-DXT-ME with
BMA-ME on small "Flower Garden"

Figure 6: Comparison of Overlapping SE-DXT-ME with
BMA-ME on "Miss America"

this determinant is zero only when either

pseudo phase function in a uniformly bright background
with background pixel value c:

N-1

d ( m ,n)
or

-2

=

6,,,
( m ,n) + fqm, n)
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where &o(., .) and gmlnl(., .) contain four small spikes
each, and s is a constant depending on the relative brightness of a moving object t o the background. The noise term
ii for the case of c = 3 in Fig. 7(b) is observable but very
small and can be regarded as pure noise whereas ii is practically absent as in Fig. 7(c) when c = 255. However, eight
very small spikes are present in both cases.

In)]= 0.

This in turn requires zt--l(m,n) 0. Therefore it is very
unlikely that this determinant is zero and as such, the DXTME is a stable estimator. Even so, if Z t - 1 ( k , I ) = 0 really
happens due t o limitation of machine precision or Z t - i ( k , I )
is less than a threshold, then we can let f(k,I ) = g ( k , 1 ) =
1, which is equivalent t o the situation when z t - i ( m , n ) 3
0. In this way, the catastrophical effect of computational
precision of a certain implementation on the stability of
DXT-ME will be kept to minimum.
What if an object is moving in a uniformly bright background instead of a completely dark environment? It can
be shown analytically and empirically that uniformly bright
background introduces only very small spikes which does
not affect the accuracy+of the estimate. Concisely, in ad(., .) whose position is used t o
dition t o a large peak 6,,,,
estimate the motion vector, several small spikes and a noise
term a(.,.)will appear in the 2D-IDCT-I1 domain of the

5. PARALLEL ARCHITECTURE OF DXT-ME

For a DCT unit of computational complexity Od&, the
overall complexity of DXT-ME is O ( N 2 ) Odct with the
complexity of each component summarized in Table 4. The
computational complexity of the pseudo phase computation
component is only O ( N 2 )for an N x N block and so is the
unit to determine the displacement. For the computation
of the pseudo phase functions f(.,.) and g ( . , which can
be found in [5, 61, DSCT, DCST and DSST coefficients (regarded as DST coefficients) must be calculated in addition
t o DCCT coefficients (i.e. the usual 2D DCT). However all
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Figure 7 : (a)(b) An object is moving in the direction (5,
-3) in a uniformly bright background ( c = 3). (c) Another
object is moving northeast (8,7) for background pixel values
= c = 255.

to the notoriously high complexity O(N4) of BMA-ME. In
addition, motion estimation in the DCT domain simplifies
the feedback loop and thus significantly improves the coder
throughput and reduces the overall complexity as well. Further analysis of this algorithm ensures its stability and robustness to motion in uniformly bright background. Finally
the computation of pseudo phases element by element suggests the feasibility of a highly parallel implementation of
this scheme. Future research may focus on hardware implementation and integration with other processing units to
form a video coder of high throughput and low complexity
for HDTV and multimedia applications.
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